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Abstract

This paper describes SharedViews, a peer-to-peer data
management system that simplifies file organization and fa-
cilitates file sharing and protection among home users on
the Internet. The key innovation of SharedViews is the in-
tegration of queries and dynamic views from database sys-
tems with a capability-based protection model from the op-
erating systems world. Users organize their files using
views and share their views by exchanging capabilities. We
show that the resulting system is easy to use and provides
clients with flexible protection, but without the account cre-
ation and centralized protection management problems in-
herent in current shared-data systems.

We have prototyped SharedViews on a small network of
Linux-based personal computers. We present the archi-
tecture of our prototype and use simple measurements to
demonstrate the practicality and performance of our ap-
proach.

1. Introduction

Today’s homes are filled with rich collections of digital
data, such as photos, videos, email, Web pages, and other
documents. Some key challenges for users are organizing,
managing, and sharing this information with family, friends,
and others connected through broadband networks. As their
personal data repositories have grown in scale and sophis-
tication, users have increasingly adopted two new kinds of
tools: peer-to-peer [2, 19] and Web-service oriented [7, 34]
file-sharing systems, and desktop search tools, which let
users locate files using queries or organize their files using
views [30, 10, 21].

This paper describes SharedViews, a system that inte-
grates these two functions and simplifies the organization,
management, and protection of distributed data. Shared-
Views allows users to: (1) create database-style views over
their file repositories; (2) selectively grant (and later revoke)
access to their views to other remote users; and (3) create
and share views that are defined over their local files, local

views, and views imported from other users. SharedViews
views aredynamic: users can share dynamically changing
data sets, rather than just static copies of their files. More-
over, they can compose these dynamic data sets easily and
independently of the location of the underlying files on the
Internet. No existing systems provide the combination of all
of these features at the same time in an ad hoc, unmanaged,
home environment such as ours.

Sharing systems require protection mechanisms to pre-
vent unauthorized access to private data. Most sharing sys-
tems rely on user accounts and access control lists to pro-
vide this protection. However, accounts and ACLs are diffi-
cult to manage in a distributed or peer environment. In con-
trast, SharedViews gives users a simple, lightweight, and
flexible mechanism for controlling access to their shared
views. Our protection mechanism is based on capabili-
ties [5, 20]. Originally developed in the context of object-
based operating systems, a capability bundles together a
view name with access rights. Users give each other ac-
cess to their data simply by exchanging capabilities to their
views, much like users enable each other to view their pri-
vate Web pages by exchanging URLs.

We show that a capability-based access control model
can be easily integrated into a query language such as SQL,
requiring only a small set of changes. The integration en-
ables seamless definitions of new views on top of previously
defined local and remote views, and the subsequent sharing
of these views without coordinated protection management.
Capabilities also enable the rewrite and optimization of the
resulting distributed queries, leading to good query execu-
tion performance.

Capabilities enable the same access rights as other
schemes. Users can grant rights to read, update, insert, or
delete data, and even modify view definitions. In this paper,
however, we focus on the implications and performance of
giving other users read-only access to views. This type of
sharing lets us demonstrate the benefits of the SharedViews
approach, while leaving the additional consistency issues
related to properly handling updates for future work.
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Figure 1. A simple organizing and sharing scenario.

1.1. A Motivating Example

Alice’s Grandpa, a cooking enthusiast, maintains his
own recipe database as a simple set of files. Grandpa likes to
organize his recipes by origin: European Food, Asian Food,
American Food, etc. To do this, he creates a set ofviews,
which are simple lists (directories) of recipe files resulting
from keyword queries over the recipe database.

Alice loves Asian food, so Grandpa shares his Asian
recipes with her. Alice has her own set of recipes that
she would like to merge with Grandpa’s Asian recipes, but
she prefers to organize them according to dish type: Main
Dishes, Snacks, Salads, Desserts, etc. Of course, Alice and
Grandpa want the data sharing to bedynamic, so that when-
ever Grandpa adds a new recipe, Alice will see it the next
time she looks at her views.

Alice has recently made a new friend, Bob, whom
Grandpa does not know. Alice decides to share some of the
recipes with Bob. However, she only trusts Bob with her
Snacks recipes; the rest are family secrets. With this sce-
nario, Bob has access to all snack recipes, independently of
whether Alice or Grandpa created them. Figure 1 illustrates
the private and shared views composing this scenario.

1.2. Contributions

Supporting our recipe scenario with current tools is dif-
ficult at best. This paper describes how SharedViews easily
supports this style of flexible and dynamic data organiza-
tion, sharing, and protection. Overall, we make the follow-
ing contributions:

1. We extend the idea of organizing files in a file system
using dynamic views with a mechanism for seamlessly
sharing and composing these views.

2. We define a lightweight access control and sharing
mechanism based on the integration of views with a
capability protection model. Our mechanism requires
no centralized or coordinated account management.

3. We propose simple extensions to SQL that enable
capability-based access control. We show that our ex-
tensions facilitate the composition of views defined
in different administrative domains, while preserving
fine-grained access control in each domain.

4. We present the design and implementation of Shared-
Views, a peer-to-peer data sharing system based on
our lightweight sharing and access control mechanism.
SharedViews supports the organization, sharing, and
composition ofdynamicviews over the Internet.

5. We demonstrate that SharedViews enables powerful
sharing scenarios with good performance during query
execution, while being simple to use.

We have implemented SharedViews and evaluate its per-
formance through analysis and experiments. We show that
the capability-based protection mechanism imposes a neg-
ligible overhead even for distributed queries. The perfor-
mance of our prototype is good for medium-sized result
sets, even over broadband (e.g., the evaluation of a query re-
turning 1000 filenames takes under 2 seconds). For larger-
sized queries, optimizations such as query rewrite before
execution and streaming of results are necessary to achieve
good performance. Overall, however, the results demon-
strate that a system such as SharedViews can deliver suffi-
cient performance to be usable in practice.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first de-
scribe capability-based access control and present our SQL-
based language in Section 2. We discuss the architecture
and implementation of SharedViews in Section 3 and eval-
uate its performance in Section 4. Section 5 presents related
work and Section 6 concludes our work.

2. A Capability-based Approach

In this section, we provide an overview of capability-
based access control and show how it facilitates sharing
while simplifying system administration. We then describe
SharedViews’ query language that integrates capabilities
into SQL in a natural way.

2.1. Capabilities and Protection

A capability is a token that designates an object (such
as a file or a view) and gives the holder authority to per-
form actions on that object (e.g., reading a file or querying
a view). A capability consists of two parts: thenamethat
uniquely identifies the object in the Internet, and the set of
access rightsfor that object.

A capability represents aself-authenticating permission
to access the specified object in the specified ways. The ca-
pability is like a ticket: possession of a capability is proof of
the holder’s rights to access the object. Without a capability
for an object, a user cannot “name” it or access it.

To be self-authenticating, capabilities must beunforge-
able; i.e., it must be impossible for a user to fabricate a
capability, or for the receiver of a capability to modify the
rights bits or to change the “name” field to gain access to
a different object. Previous systems have guaranteed this
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Figure 2. Solving the scenario with capabilities.

property in several ways:e.g., through encryption [32], by
storing capabilities in the OS kernel [33], or by using hard-
ware tag bits to identify capabilities in memory [12]. We
describe how we accomplish unforgeability in Section 3.2.

Capabilities facilitate sharing because they can be easily
passed from user to user as a way to grant access. The shar-
ing requires no user accounts, no user authentication, and no
centralized protection structures. Figure 2 illustrates the use
of capabilities in our recipe-sharing scenario. When users
create views, the get capabilities to these views. They use
these capabilities to access their views, create other views,
or share views by passing the capabilities to each other.

2.2. Capabilities vs. Access Control Lists

To illustrate the implications of capability protection in
our loosely-coupled distributed setting, we contrast capabil-
ities with the traditional alternative, the access control list
(ACL). The two schemes are at different ends of a spec-
trum: capabilities favor ease of sharing and management,
while ACLs favor tight access control and access logging.

Let’s return to our scenario in which Alice wants to share
her Snacks view with Bob. In the most general case, with
ACLs, this requires that both Alice and Grandpa (who does
not know Bob) first create accounts for Bob on their ma-
chines. Once these accounts are created, Alice and Grandpa
must grant Bob permission to access their views by adding
Bob (now that he has accounts) to the appropriate ACLs.
Once all that is done, Alice can pass Bob the name of her
view. Finally, Bob can execute his query by authenticating
himself directly to Alice’s and Grandpa’s machines. As an
alternative, Alice could serve as mediator for all of Bob’s
accesses to her Grandpa’s recipes, but this is not necessar-
ily easier to setup, and, as shown in Section 4, can degrade
query execution performance in many configurations.

In contrast, our capability-based sharing and composi-
tion mechanism is extremely lightweight. It requires no
account registration or user authentication. Any node can
independently generate a capability for an object and pass
it to a second party. The second party can use the capability
without knowing where it came from, or pass it on to others.

While capabilities greatly simplify data sharing, confine-
ment and tracking are more difficult. For example, in an
ACL scheme it is easy to log every access to an object, at-
tributing it to the responsible user. This is difficult with
capabilities, because there are no user identities. There-
fore, ACLs make sense in commercial environments where
access tracking is crucial. However, we believe that capa-
bilities are better suited to our environment of unmanaged
home users cooperating in peer-to-peer data sharing.

2.3. Query Language

We adopt a modified version of SQL as the query inter-
face for SharedViews. We show that enabling capability-
based access control requires only minor changes to SQL.
The resulting language is simple, enables seamless view
sharing and composition across different administrative do-
mains, and could be used in other applications.

SharedViews models the file system as a single relation,
called Files . Each tuple in the relation represents one
file. The schema of the relation is the set of all known file
attributes (e.g., name, author, date, music genre, picture res-
olution). File contents are also included in the relation ei-
ther under the ’text’ or ’binary’ attributes. The advantage of
using a single relation is that files of different types can be
returned as part of a single query. If a file does not support
an attribute, it has aNULLvalue for that attribute.

On top of this relation, views are defined in terms of
predicates on file attributes and contents. Views can also be
composed with union, set difference, and intersection oper-
ators.

In SharedViews, users must specify a capability for ev-
ery view that appears in a query. The specified capabili-
ties provide two functions. First, a capability is a handle
for a view, i.e., it namesthe view. Second, the capability
verifies its holder’s authority to access the view in specific
ways. Therefore, users do not need to authenticate them-
selves, since the capabilities are self-authenticating.

Note that multiple capabilities for the same view can ex-
ist for several reasons. For example, a user might create
multiple capabilities for a view to give different people dif-
ferent access rights. Or, a user could create different capa-
bilities for different recipients so that the capabilities could
be selectively revoked at a later time if necessary.

2.3.1. Specifying Capabilities With Queries

Table 1 summarizes the details of our query language.
As noted above, SharedViews users present capabilities to
execute queries on views, and this is reflected in our query
language. Because a capability identifies exactly one view,
capabilities can be used to name views in theFROMclause.
For example, with her capabilityCG1 to Grandpa’s Asian
recipes, Alice can select only those using ginger and created
since June 2006 as follows:
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New/modified statement Return Type Meaning
SELECT ∗ FROM Cap [WHERE ...] Set of tuples Query
CREATE VIEW <ViewName> AS Capability Create a view and a capability to the view.
SELECTstatement [UNION/... SELECTstatement]
SELECT ∗ FROM CATALOG OF Cap Catalog info Look up capability in catalog
CREATE BASEVIEW Capability Create the base view
DROP VIEW Cap Void Drop view associated with capability
ALTER VIEW Cap ... Void Modify view associated with capability
RESTRICT Cap RIGHTS rights Capability Create new capability to same view
REVOKE Cap1 USING Cap2 Void Revoke capability Cap1

Table 1. SQL modifications, Cap, Cap1, Cap2 are capabilities,rights is a string encoding access rights

SELECT * FROM C_G1
WHERE date > ’2006-06-01’
AND CONTAINS(text,’ginger’)

where date is the file creation date,text is the
file content, and the query selects all attributes, includ-
ing the file content. SharedViews supports keyword
queries with a simplified form of theCONTAINSpredi-
cate used by SQL Server [9]. In SharedViews, the predi-
cate takes the form:CONTAINS (column, ’ k1, k2,
..., kn’) , where column indicates the column to
search andk1 throughkn are the keywords that must be
present for the result to match the query.

With this approach, the semantics ofSELECTstatements
remain unaltered. Only the view naming scheme changes.

2.3.2. Creating Views

Users create views with a standardCREATE VIEW
statement, where capabilities again name any underlying
views. More importantly, theCREATE VIEWstatement
returnsa capability to the newly created view. For exam-
ple, Alice has a capabilityCA0 to the view containing all
her recipes and a capabilityCG1 to Grandpa’s Asian recipes
view. She can create the Snacks view as follows:

CREATE VIEW Snacks AS
SELECT * FROM C_A0 WHERE CONTAINS(text,’snack’)
UNION
SELECT * FROM C_G1 WHERE CONTAINS(text,’snack’)
=> C_A1

where the right arrow denotes the returned capability,CA1,
that Alice will use to access her new Snacks view. Similarly,
users specify capabilities to views rather than view names
when they want to alter or delete a view.

When a new user first accesses SharedViews, she has no
capabilities and cannot perform any operations. To boot-
strap the system, we add a newCREATE BASEVIEWstate-
ment that returns a capability to a view providing access to
all the files in the file system visible to the user. The under-
lying file system access control determines this set of files.
From this initial capability, which has all rights enabled,

the user can execute queries and create additional views.
As an example, Grandpa’s base view in Figure 2 is labeled
”Grandpa’s recipes”, and his capability to it isCG0.

2.3.3. Capability Restriction and Revocation

To share access to a view, a user can directly pass the
capability returned by theCREATE VIEWstatement. As
previously noted, however, users may want to create a more
restricted capability to give to their friends. They may also
later want to revoke the capabilities they gave out.

To support these operations, we introduce two new state-
ments:RESTRICTandREVOKE. Given a valid capability
X, RESTRICT X RIGHTS rights creates a new capa-
bility that refers to the same view asX. TheRIGHTSclause
is an enumeration of all the rightsenabledon the view; only
rights present inX can be carried forward to the restricted
capability. For example, before Alice shares her Snacks
view with Bob, she can produce a new capability,C ′

A1, from
her capabilityCA1 as follows:

RESTRICT C_A1 RIGHTS SELECT => C’_A1

She will then emailC ′
A1 instead ofCA1 to Bob, giving him

only the ability to read recipe files and not, for example,
to look up the definition of the view in the catalog. Cur-
rently, SharedViews supports the following rights:SELECT
(read right),DROP(right to delete the view),ALTER(right
to modify the view definition),REVOKE(right to revoke
capabilities defined for the view), andCATALOGLOOKUP
(right to look up the view definition in the catalog). File cre-
ation, removal, and updates are currently performed outside
of SharedViews, through the file system. Hence, only the
owner of a file can modify it1.

Given two valid capabilitiesCA1 andC ′
A1 to the same

underlying view, ifCA1 hasREVOKEright enabled, then
REVOKEC ′

A1 USING CA1 revokes capabilityC ′
A1. Any

subsequent use ofC ′
A1 will fail. In our scenario, for exam-

ple, this statement would be used by Alice to revoke Bob’s
capability to the Snacks view.

1Similarly, because we focus on read-only sharing in this paper,
SharedViews currently ignores remote requests to alter or drop a view.
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Figure 3. SharedViews system architecture.

2.3.4. Catalog Information Lookup

Views and capabilities are stored in two catalog tables
(see Section 3.2). TheCATALOGLOOKUPright enables
a capability holder to accessonly the attributes of a given
capability,X, with a statement of the form:

SELECT * FROM ViewTable V, CapTable C
WHERE V.GlobalViewID = C.GlobalViewID
AND V.GlobalViewID = GlobalViewID(X)

To simplify catalog lookups, we introduce the shorthand
notationCATALOG OFto refer to the results of the above
query. For example, Alice can look up the definition of
Grandpa’s Asian recipes view with the statement:SELECT
definition FROM CATALOG OF CG1.

In summary, the main change we propose to SQL – from
which most other changes derive – is to use capabilities to
access and name views. Although it was designed with our
application in mind, the resulting language is general. No
constructs are specific to our environment. The language
can also easily be extended: access rights can be broad-
ened to include updates, capabilities could be associated
with other types of objects, such as tables, etc. The set of
operators could also be extended to include joins.

3. The SharedViews System

We now present the architecture and implementation of
SharedViews. After describing its high-level system archi-
tecture, we present the detailed implementation of capabil-
ities, the query processing algorithms used by the system,
and some details about our prototype sharing system.

3.1. Basic system architecture

Figure 3 shows the SharedViews system architecture. At
the lowest level, the database on each node is a traditional
file system. SharedViews is a middleware layer that sits
between applications and the query engine2. Users inter-
act with applications, which present a graphic interface to

2We use the Beagle search engine [1] in our implementation, but other
engines (e.g., Mac OS Spotlight [30] or WinFS [21]) could be used instead.





Figure 4. Capability implementation in SharedViews.

views and capabilities. In response to user actions, appli-
cations issue requests to SharedViews using the query lan-
guage from the previous section.

For example, when the user asks to create a new view,
the application sends aCREATE VIEWrequest to Shared-
Views. SharedViews validates the request, creates a new
capability for the view, registers the new view and capabil-
ity in its internal catalog (described below), and returns the
capability to the application.

When the application submits a query on a capability,
SharedViews first checks in its catalog whether the corre-
sponding view is local. If the view is local, the capability
appears in the catalog, and the request is permitted, Shared-
Views invokes the query engine to perform the query, and
returns the result to the application. If the capability is
for a remote view, the local SharedViews instance contacts
the SharedViews instance on the remote node and forwards
it the query (which includes the capability). The remote
SharedViews instance validates the capability, performs the
query, and returns the query result to the requesting node.
We discuss more sophisticated query execution scenarios in
Section 3.3.

3.2. Capability Implementation

Figure 4 shows the structure of SharedViews capabili-
ties. Our capabilities are “protected” through the use of
sparse random numbers in an astronomically large space.
There are three parts to a SharedViews capability, as shown
in Figure 4. First, a 128-bitglobal view IDuniquely iden-
tifies an individual view in the Internet; no two views have
(or will ever have) the same ID. Second, a 32-bitIP hint
contains the IP address of a node that, with high likelihood,
either contains or can locate the object. Third, a 128-bit
random password ensures the authenticity of the capability.

We chose this structure to meet the needs of our envi-
ronment. Our capabilities are simple to generate and easy
to pass from user to user. Managing capabilities requires
no special privilege. The protection is probabilistic; how-
ever, the probability of guessing a valid capability is van-
ishingly small. For security, capabilities are best sent over
the network using a secure communication protocol (e.g.,
secure email or HTTPS). Overall, this scheme favors sim-
plicity and ease of use over absolute security, which we be-
lieve is the appropriate tradeoff for our intended application
domain. In general, we expect that objects will not move in
our network and the IP hint will find an object in most cases.
If the hint fails, we fall back on a conventional distributed
directory [23] or distributed hash scheme [31] for location.
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Figure 5. Capability and View Catalog Tables.

Figure 5 shows the per-node catalog tables that hold view
and capability information. For every view created on a
node, there is one entry in a local view table (ViewTable).
The ViewTable entry contains the global view ID, the view
definition, and other attributes (such as the human-readable
view name). Similarly, the node’s capability table (CapT-
able) contains one entry for each capability minted to alo-
cally known view. The CapTable entry stores the capabil-
ity’s password, the access rights, and the global view ID of
the associated view.3 The combination of global view ID
and password forms the primary key of CapTable. Given
a capability, SharedViews checks whether an entry for the
capability exists in CapTable and whether the access rights
match the requested operation. If an entry containing the
password cannot be found, then the capability isinvalid.
Revocation of a capability is straightforward and requires
removing an entry from the table or zeroing the associated
rights field.

3.3. Query Processing

SharedViews can process queries in several ways. The
choice depends in part on theCATALOGLOOKUPrights
of the capabilities involved in the query. Recall that the
CATALOGLOOKUPright gives the holder of a capability
the right to look up the definition of the underlying view.

Recursive evaluation: If capabilities donot have the
CATALOGLOOKUPright, then SharedViews evaluates the
query recursively. Recursive evaluation pushes queries
from server to server down the view definition tree validat-
ing access on each node in the tree. Results are then re-
turned and aggregated hop-by-hop following the same tree.
Figure 6 shows the detailed algorithm for recursive query
evaluation. Note that SharedViews nodes do not perform
arbitrary computation on behalf of other nodes. Shared-
Views drops queries from remote nodes if these queries ac-
cess views that are not locally defined (lines 13-15 in the
algorithm).

Query rewrite and optimization : If capabilities include
theCATALOGLOOKUPright, SharedViews first fetches all
view definitions by contacting the nodes where the views
are defined. It then rewrites the query in terms ofbase

3The IP hint field is not stored in CapTable, since the IP hint for all
capabilities on a node will be that node’s IP address.

Input: A query -SELECT * FROMC0 WHEREQ,
whereC0 is a capability to viewV , andQ is a selection expression
Output: Query result
1. Translate Global View ID field ofC0 into server location (e.g., use IP hint)
2. If C0 can be evaluated locally then
3. Look upC0 in local catalog and verify validity (see Section 3.2)
4. If C0 invalid then returnERROR
6. Look up view definition in local catalog, (use Global ViewID field as key)
7. If V is a base view then
8. Forward query to query engine and return results
9. Else: ViewV is defined on capabilitiesC1, C2, ..., Cn

10. Foreach capabilityCi do
11. Recursively evaluateCi, pushing selections downwards
12. Perform operators (union/...) on result sets above and return results
13. Else if the query comes from local user then
14. Recursively evaluate the query remotely and return results
15. Else returnERROR

Figure 6. Recursive Query Evaluation Algorithm.

viewsand executes the simplified distributed query. In this
approach, each capability is validated during the catalog
lookup phase.

In a single query, different capabilities can have differ-
ent rights. Thus query evaluation typically combines the
above schemes. Our general model also supports a query
optimizer, although we have not yet implemented one. For
optimization, the catalog lookup could return statistics in
addition to the view definition. A standard cost-based query
optimizer could then determine an appropriate query exe-
cution plan. The distributed plan could span nodes holding
base views, but also other nodes in the system.

Implications of the CATALOGLOOKUPright : Allow-
ing others to look up view definitions enables query rewrite
and optimization, thus potentially improving query execu-
tion performance (as shown in Section 4.2.2). There are sit-
uations, however, when a user may not want to allow others
to look up the definition of a view. In our scenario, if Bob is
allowed to look up the definition of the Snacks view in Al-
ice’s catalog, he can gain direct access to Alice’s recipes and
her Grandpa’s Asian recipes, because the view definition
contains the underlying capabilities to these views. Alice
may thus want to prevent Bob from looking up catalog in-
formation to protect her family secrets. Additionally, if Bob
gains capabilities to the underlying views, he can recreate
the Snacks view locally and Alice loses control over Bob’s
access to that view.

3.4. Prototype Implementation Details

To test the practicality and performance of Shared-
Views, we prototyped the system on Linux using the Bea-
gle [1] desktop search engine. We implemented view cre-
ation, view definition lookup, and recursive query evalua-
tion based on capabilities. Sharing and managing of user
capabilities occurs outside of SharedViews.

We prototyped our GUI using a Web browser commu-
nicating with an underlying Web server. In the prototype,
each node runs an Apache Web server. The user inter-
acts with a Web browser, while a script on the local Web
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server communicates with SharedViews. This scheme has
several benefits, including the browser’s embedded display
functionality. SharedViews, however, is independent of this
GUI.

Our Web browser GUI hides capabilities and their struc-
ture behind Web links. When a view is created, the dynamic
page returned contains the capability to the view in the form
of a link that people can bookmark, email to friends, and use
to evaluate the view or create new views.

Our prototype returns query results in the same way that
Web search engines return search results. That is, the dy-
namic page returned after query execution contains links
that allow the user to fetch the content of each file. Each
Web link embeds the file name and the capability to the view
used to obtain the file. When a user requests the contents of
a file via one of those links, SharedViews validates the ca-
pability to the view and checks that the file is still in the
result set. To speed-up file fetching after view evaluation,
our prototype caches the results from view evaluations.

4. Evaluation

In this section we analyze the overhead of our capability-
based access control scheme and measure the query execu-
tion performance of our prototype.

Our experiments were run on a heterogeneous collection
of Dell PCs running Fedora Core 5 and Beagle 0.2.6. At
the high end were 3.2GHz Pentium-4s with 2GB of mem-
ory. From our measurements, we believe that the hardware
differences in our environment had no significant impact on
our results.

For our tests we synthetically generated a file database of
38,000 music files. We chose music files because their ID3
tag attributes enable rich queries. We controlled the query
result size by appropriately setting the ID3 tags of different
files. For example, to experiment with a query of size 100,
we created 100 files with the album tag “Album100” and a
view that selects them.

4.1. Overhead of Capability-Based Access Control

We first analyze the overhead of capability-based protec-
tion and compare it to that of ACLs.

Space Overhead: In our system, all protection-related
information is stored in the capability table (CapTable),
which grows with the number of views created on the node
and the number of capabilities created for each view. With
ACLs, the overhead depends on the ACL data structures.
For a sparse matrix, the overhead grows linearly with the
number of views and the number of users with access to
each view. Assuming the latter is equal to the number of
capabilities per view, the only difference between the two
schemes is the extraPasswd field we store with each ca-
pability. Even with 5000 views and 10 capabilities per

view, the difference translates into only 781 KB, which is
small with today’s storage systems. With a capability-based
scheme, users also need to store their capabilities (either
created or received). Since our capabilities are 288 bits,
the overhead of even 10,000 capabilities is only a negligi-
ble 351 KB. Overall, the space overhead of capabilities is
relatively inconsequential in our environment and is com-
parable to the space required for ACLs.

Time Overhead: At runtime, capability-based protec-
tion requires a catalog lookup to verify the capability. Since
the CapTable is small, we expect it to remain in mem-
ory leading to a negligible overhead even with many capa-
bilities per query. An ACL-based scheme incurs a similar
overhead, as it also needs to look up access rights for each
object involved in the query. Once again, the overhead of
the two techniques is thus comparable.

4.2. Performance of SharedViews

We now evaluate the performance of our prototype’s
query execution. Our goal is to determine (a) the impact of
different system components on overall performance, and
(b) whether SharedViews is sufficiently fast to be usable in
practice to organize and share data.

Our results examine two kinds of queries that we call
simpleandcomplex. The simple queries are one level only;
that is, they involve a single view itself defined directly over
a base view. The complex queries involve views whose def-
initions include multiple other views composed in various
ways.

4.2.1. Evaluation of Simple Queries

We first present the performance of evaluating simple
queries. We measure the performance of both local and re-
mote evaluations for different query result sizes. The re-
mote access uses a capability on one machine to access a
view defined on another. We experiment with a 100 Mbps
local-area network (LAN) and a slower 5 Mbps, 20 ms-
delay network (characteristic of home-like broadband con-
nections in the near future). As previously noted, our
queries return file names,i.e., we evaluate queries of the
form SELECT filename FROM cap .

Figure 7 shows the breakdown of query evaluation time
into components for small query result sizes. Each value is
the average over 50 trials. For the local and LAN configu-
rations, most of the query execution time is due to Beagle
and the GUI. The capability validation time and other over-
head of SharedViews (view definition lookup and caching
of query results) are negligible, although the latter over-
head increases slowly with the size of the results. The result
transmission time becomes noticeable for slow connections,
but for small result sizes it remains fairly short in compari-
son to the overall query execution time.
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Figure 7. Query execution-time breakdown for simple
queries on local and remote views and for different re-
sult sizes. The local query processing time (Beagle) forms
the bulk of total query execution even for remote views.

Result size Time (ms)
(# filenames) Beagle Local eval LAN Broadband

1000 1297 1341 1349 1779
3000 3897 4009 4025 5876
5000 6465 6641 6661 11876

Table 2. Local and remote evaluation of simple queries
with large-size results. Times are averages of 50 trials and
exclude the GUI overhead. As the result size increases, the
result transmission over broadband becomes the bottleneck.

Table 2 shows the query execution times for larger-size
query results. Query execution is fast for medium-size re-
sults, both for local and remote views (under 2 seconds for
1000 filenames). Although transmission delays cause the
evaluation times to be high on slow networks when the re-
sult size is large, techniques such as result streaming can
be employed to reduce the user-perceived latency of the re-
sponse.

4.2.2. Evaluation of Complex Queries

We now analyze the performance of evaluating complex
queries. These are queries on views with more complex
definitions. Views can be composed and distributed in two
ways: (1) either by applying a selection on top of another
(remote) view (in which case thedepthof the view is said
to grow), or (2) by applying union, set difference, or inter-
section on top of other (remote) views (in which case, the
breadthmay also grow). Figure 8 depicts deep and broad
views, as used in our experimental setup. To create a view
of a given depth, a view defined on the base view is initially
created on a node (depth 1). A capability to that view is then
given to another node that creates a new view defined on the
remote one (the resulting view has depth 2), and so on un-
til we reach the desired depth. Similarly, to create views of
increasing breadth, a node creates views defined as unions

   

...
2
1

n

...

...
n

Depth Breadth
1 2

Figure 8. Depth and breadth of views.Dashed lines are
machine boundaries; solid lines denote view composition.

Result size View depth
(# filenames) 1 2 3 4 5
100 175 182 198 208 225
1000 1341 1353 1376 1400 1429
5000 6641 6669 6785 6788 6849

Result size View breadth
(# filenames) 1 2 3 4
100 179 218 221 261
1000 1355 1566 1594 1616
5000 6665 7663 7749 7848

Table 3. Recursive evaluation of complex queries on a
LAN. Reported times are in ms, exclude the GUI, and are
averages over 50 trials. View composition affects recursive
evaluation little over fast networks.

over increasingly many remote views.
Table 3 shows the results ofrecursivequery evaluation

over deep or broad views on a LAN, where the transmis-
sion costs are small and thus the increases in execution time
show mainly SharedViews’ overhead.

As shown in the table, increasing the depth from 1 node
to 5 nodes leads to an increase in query execution time of
28% on average for the recursive evaluation and a 100-file
result, while for a 5000-file result the same increase is only
3%. Similarly, a 4-level increase in view breadth results in
a 45% increase in evaluation time when each query returns
100 file names. When each query returns 5000 file names
(and 20,000 file names are gathered at the root), the penalty
of the 4-level increase in breadth is only 17%. Thus, as the
query result size increases, the overhead due to the large
depth or breadth becomes insignificant in comparison to the
total cost (which is dominated by Beagle). The increase for
broad views is larger than the increase for deep views, be-
cause increasingly many file names are gathered at the root
node in the former case. For small query results, the in-
crease is proportionally higher primarily because all query
execution times are already so short.

Hence, SharedViews scales well with the depth and
breadth of views distributed across a fast network.

Figure 9 shows the increase in query evaluation time as
the depth of a view increases over a network with limited
bandwidth (5Mbps, 20ms delay). The results show both
the recursive and query rewrite techniques. The recursive
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Figure 9. Query rewrite versus recursive query evalu-
ation for deep views distributed over broadband.While
for small results recursive evaluation has very good perfor-
mance, for deep views and large results the query rewrite
technique outperforms recursive evaluation.

evaluation of large-size queries is now greatly affected by
depth, due to the large network transfers that occur from
hop to hop, back on the recursive path (e.g., when the depth
increases from 1 node to 5 nodes, query execution time in-
creases by 80% for a query returning 3000 file names).

In contrast, the performance of the query rewrite tech-
nique is approximately constant for views deeper than two.
Indeed, the bulk of the transfers (the results) occur only over
one hop (from the base node to the ’root’ node). Hence,
for queries with large-size results on deep views, rewrite is
much more efficient than recursive evaluation. For a 5000-
filename query result and a depth of 5, the benefit of ap-
plying the query rewrite technique is 24%. For small-size
results (500 filenames), on the other hand, recursive evalu-
ation is faster than query rewrite, even for deep views, as
results are small and comparable in transmission time with
view definitions.

Hence, on slow networks, recursive evaluation works
well for small results and view depths, while query rewrite
improves the performance for large results and deep views.

4.3. Summary

Our results show that our prototype is sufficiently fast
to be practical in medium-scale environments. The runtime
overhead of our capability-based protection scheme is small
and comparable to using ACLs. Query execution times are
dominated by the query engine, Beagle, and by the network
transmission times. On fast networks, the depth and breadth
of views have little influence on recursive query evalua-
tion times. On slow networks, a simple rewrite of views
in terms of base views yields good query execution perfor-
mance even when result sizes are large.

5. Related Work

In recent years, several tools such as WinFS [21],
Mac OS X Spotlight [30], and Google Desktop [10] have
emerged, enabling users to create database-style views
over their data. Personal Information Management sys-
tems (e.g., [6, 18]) explore new techniques for organiz-
ing and searching personal information. In particular, the
Haystack [18] project enables users to define “view pre-
scriptions” that determine the objects and relationships that
an application displays on the screen. Our work builds on
the same idea of using views to organize personal data, but
our goal is to facilitate the sharing and composition of these
views across different administrative domains.

Peer-to-peer systems have become popular for sharing
digital information [2, 19]. The main goal of these systems
is for all participants to shareall their public data withall
others. These systems thus focus on powerful and efficient
search and retrieval techniques (e.g., [13, 15, 24]). In con-
trast, SharedViews focuses onselectivesharing of different
data items with different users. SharedViews is also geared
toward a medium-scale system rather than the millions of
users common in peer-to-peer file-sharing systems.

Operating systems and databases enable access control
(and thus selective sharing) by providing mechanisms that
associate privileges with users [8, 11, 14, 16, 26]. Signif-
icant work focuses on the flexibility, correctness, and effi-
ciency of these mechanisms (e.g., [28, 29]) making them
well-suited for many application domains. From the per-
spective of sharing personal information, however, these
techniques suffer from the same administrative burden:
someone must create and manage user accounts. Shared-
Views avoids this overhead by decoupling access rights
from user identities.

Another selective sharing technique is to encrypt data
with multiple keys and distribute different keys to different
users [22]. This approach is only suitable for static data sets
that can be encrypted once and published. More dynamic
sharing is possible [3] if users run secure operating environ-
ments. SharedViews enables dynamic sharing without this
restriction.

The capability protection model, first introduced by Den-
nis and Van Horn [5], has been previously applied to op-
erating systems [32, 33], languages [17], and architec-
tures [12, 25]. A survey of such systems can be found in
[20]. Our sparse capabilities are related to previous pass-
word capability systems [4, 27, 32]. SharedViews integrates
the concepts and mechanisms from capability systems into
database views in a distributed peer-to-peer system.

6. Conclusion

This paper described SharedViews, a new system that
facilitates ad hoc, peer-to-peer sharing of data between
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unmanaged home computers. SharedViews integrates
capability-based protection with a dynamic view-based
query system. The result is an Internet data-sharing sys-
tem that greatly simplifies the organization and protected
sharing of personal digital data. With SharedViews, users
can easily create views, compose views, and share views
using capabilities. They can also mint new capabilities with
restricted rights or can revoke previously transferred capa-
bilities. Sharing and protection are accomplished without
centralized management, global accounts, user authentica-
tion, or coordination of any kind.

We prototyped SharedViews in a Linux environment us-
ing the Beagle search engine for keyword queries. Our im-
plementation and design show that capabilities are readily
integrated into a query language such as SQL, which en-
ables seamless view definition and sharing. Finally, our
measurements demonstrate the negligible cost of our pro-
tection mechanism and the practicality of our approach.
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